Peter A. Fields MD DC, Teaches Physicians About Prolotherapy

Peter A. Fields, MD DC, “The Athletic Doc,” announces a comprehensive course on the essentials of Dextrose, PRP, and Stem Cell Prolotherapy. Limited to six physicians for each session, the two-day seminar covers topics ranging from injection techniques to

(Newswire.net -- March 9, 2014) Santa Monica, California -- Prolotherapy, a natural non-surgical method of assisting the body to heal injured or weakened joints, ligaments and tendons, poses a remarkable alternative to surgery for treatment of knee injuries, arthritis, headaches, and more. As demand for Prolotherapy grows in Southern California, doctors properly equipped to offer this break-through solution for their Los Angeles knee therapy patients will remain on the cutting edge of regenerative therapies.

Peter A. Fields, MD DC, a leading expert in Regenerative Medicine, announces an introductory course on the topic of Prolotherapy treatment in Los Angeles. The two-day intensive seminar centers on the essentials of Dextrose, PRP, and Stem Cell Prolotherapy, extensively covering topics ranging from preparation and precautions to anatomy and injection techniques and from insurance forms and marketing to pre and post treatment instructions. Because personalized training is important, each session will be limited to six physicians.

Known as “The Athletic Doc,” Peter A. Fields, MD DC, is in demand as a lecturer on the subject of Prolotherapy in Los Angeles and throughout the nation. He has been a featured presenter at the American Association on Anti-Aging’s annual conference, speaking to audiences of over 400 physicians. Peter A. Fields, MD DC, daily earns his title, “The Athletic Doc,” as a dedicated, three-time Ironman triathlete.

The upcoming two-day Prolotherapy courses by Peter A. Fields, MD DC, are a “must attend” for all licensed physicians seeking a better alternative for patients with knee injuries and joint pain. For more information, email Info@DrFields.com or call 310-928-6223.

About Us: Dr. Peter A. Fields, MD DC, “The Athletic Doc,” not only treats athletes but is also an athlete himself. His practice, The Pacific Prolotherapy & Medical Wellness Center, specializes in an integrative approach to health and fitness, combining cutting-edge Western medicine with a blend of natural therapies.
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